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M.O.R.E. - Moment of Rich Engagement 

Hear from consumers in their moment of choice! 
M.O.R.E. marries: 

v  Agile mobile research with expert questions and probes 

v Geotracking that captures the location and environment 

v  Video logs that capture the moment of use 

v With powerful video software to quickly produce impactful highlight reels 

This gets you actionable results in 5 – 10 days for less than $10,000! 

Quick, powerful, cost-effective and iterative 
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With M.O.R.E., we can … 

ü  Start with a few key questions including one that requires a video answer 

ü  Ping consumers at the grocery store, home, restaurants, etc. 

ü  Have them relate what is important to them in the moment 

§  KEY: We have extensive experience knowing how to ask the right 
questions in order to get the most valuable responses 

ü  We can even ask them to specifically react to your product’s 
packaging, menu, or other stimuli 
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Here’s an example of the survey set-up for one mobile app 

Geo-tracked Stores 



Next, edit the videos in Voxpopme 

Within a few hours, transcripts 
are made and can be used to 
start creating highlight reels 
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We can immediately get a feel for the themes 
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While we read everything to insure you get 
the most complete feedback, the editing 
software allows us to offer: 
v  Video highlight reels quickly 
v  Ability to view video with a click on a link 
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Moment of Rich Engagement Implications 

M.O.R.E. answers allow us to: 

ü  Uncover key drivers that can be used to strategically position a product 

ü  Help flesh out positioning ideas so that you can: 

§  Quickly evaluate interest in the ideas in order to direct what might be 
most impactful 

§  Because the sample size can be made as large as desired, it is possible 
to statistically measure the relative strengths 

ü  Follow up on any quant study that needs to investigate the “why” 
behind consumers’ responses 
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WA Mission 
We help our clients to 

How is that different from other research firms? 
v  Deeply experienced in traditional methods and one of the first to use each 

new qualitative method – in fact, have developed some of these new methods! 
v  Extensive client list of Fortune 500 firms 
v  Years of experience so we are expert at how to word questions 

§  Including client and ad agency past employment 
§  Working with some of the most innovative partners to develop strategic implications 

v  Frequent conference speakers and often called on to help train others 
in new technology qualitative methods 

v  A passion for understanding how others think! 

“See the world through the eyes of your consumer” 


